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1. Introduction
Princeton is a compact and beautiful town in which residents and visitors enjoy the pleasure of walking or
biking. Popular destinations such as shopping and dining, Princeton University and other institutions of
higher education, the public library, schools, parks, and houses of worship are in close proximity. Yet the
automobile is a large part of the town’s transportation because it affords convenience and a means to
reach the workplace, friends’ homes, and leisure activities.
As Princeton’s population is set to grow significantly in the next few years, the town must accommodate
the transportation needs of more residents while also curbing traffic congestion and keeping pedestrians
and bicycle riders safe. At the same time, Princeton’s Climate Action Plan calls for an overall reduction of
carbon emissions, including those related to transportation.
A shift to low-carbon transportation modes such as walking, biking, and public transit can help reduce
carbon emissions, and keep traffic congestion and air pollution in check. Equally important is that active
transportation promotes physical and mental health, and builds a stronger community. Such a transition
requires the broad support of the community.
The Princeton Mobility Study was launched with the goal of better understanding Princeton residents’
transportation experiences and needs: where they go, how they experience moving around town, and
what factors would encourage them to opt for walking, biking, or taking public transit more often.
The study consisted of two parts: a survey of the general public (the General Survey) and a survey of
students at Princeton High School, most of whom are old enough to move about independently but not
licensed to drive (the PHS Survey).
The two surveys together resulted in a rich dataset that highlights what works well in Princeton and what
requires improvement. Surveys of this kind are necessarily limited in scope. Nevertheless, they are
invaluable as a starting point to guide the discussions in the town’s departments and committees working
on transportation-related issues. We hope that the insights gained from the surveys will inform the
process of making Princeton’s streets safer for everyone.
Beyond the transportation issues, the General Survey also spotlights the limitations of relying exclusively
on an online survey. Residents interviewed in person or who responded to the General Survey- Spanish
Online had significantly different demographics and transportation characteristics from those who
responded to the General Survey-English Online.
In this report, we first describe the methods of the two separate surveys (Section 2). The data are
discussed in depth in the Section 3, and the most salient points are highlighted in Section 4. Throughout
the report, we discuss the General Survey and the PHS Survey together, as they complement each other
and provide interesting contrast.
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2. Methods
The Princeton Mobility Survey was conducted among two separate groups. The General Survey was
open to all residents and visitors of Princeton. The Princeton High School Survey (PHS Survey) was a
youth-focused survey completed by students at Princeton High School.

2.1. General Survey
Our goal was to hear from everyone. For the General Survey, the main vehicle for data collection was an
online survey, which respondents could complete in English or Spanish. We were fortunate to receive the
help of Sustainable Princeton, churches, neighborhood associations, schools, affordable housing
organizations, and businesses to raise awareness of the survey. It was also announced through the
Municipality of Princeton’s Email newsletter.
In addition, we conducted in-person interviews, often in Spanish, both over the phone and in person at
locations such as the laundromat at the Princeton Shopping Center and Lupita’s Groceries, a bodega at
the corner of John Street and Leigh Avenue. The survey was anonymous, but some respondents gave
permission to be quoted by name.
Summary of General Survey collection methods:
1. English Online Survey – 426 respondents
2. Spanish Online Survey – 9 respondents
3. Interviews – 35 interviewees

In total, there were 470 respondents to the General Survey, equal to the number of responses to the
survey conducted by the consultants who facilitated the formulation of the 2017 Princeton Bicycle Mobility
Plan. Of the 470 respondents, 35 lived outside of Princeton, 2 outside of New Jersey.

General Survey questions
The General Survey consisted of the following questions:
1. Where do you typically go in Princeton? (Examples: school, daycare, shopping, doctor's office,
laundromat).
2. What places do you visit outside Princeton? (Examples: shopping on Route 1, dining in West Windsor,
work in Hopewell, visiting friends in Pennsylvania)? Are there any trips you would love to take but are
not able to? What keeps you from taking those trips?
3. What makes moving around in Princeton particularly pleasant? What works well?
4. Where and when IN PRINCETON do you feel unsafe to move around, and why? You can tell us about
a particularly difficult or dangerous trip you've taken. Things that may contribute: dangerous crossing,
time delays, bad weather, carrying large or heavy items, high expense.
5. A. What would make it easier and safer for you to get to where you want to go?
B. What would encourage you to take a shuttle or bus, either locally or out of town?
We chose to ask open-ended questions to elicit unprompted answers. Answers varied from a two-word
phrase to multi-paragraph comments. There was a broad spectrum of responses, ranging from those who
felt safe on Princeton’s streets to those who felt their vulnerability keenly.
We tallied the answers into categories at the close of the General Survey. If respondents mentioned a
particular location or street, we recorded that location on a map, together with the remark.
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2.2. Princeton High School Survey
In addition to the General Survey, we surveyed Princeton High School (PHS) students. We aimed to
reach all PHS students by handing out paper surveys during the homeroom period on a single day in
December 2021.

Fig. 1 Image of PHS Survey showing questions and a portion of the included map, which reaches to Lake Carnegie
on the east.

The PHS Survey consisted of questions and a partial map of Princeton, with the boundaries chosen to
include most students’ homes while showing enough detail (see Fig. 1). Responses were digitized by
entering written answers into a Google form and mapping travel routes with the aid of a Python code
designed for the purpose described in the Results section below. As in the General Survey, answers were
tabulated into the most common categories, and dangerous locations were recorded on a map.
In the PHS Survey we collected 1,190 completed surveys, representing 75% of the PHS enrollment of
1,582 for the 2021-22 academic year. The fact that we did not reach 100% of the students was partly due
to the realities of education during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The very high response rate, and the fact that students are assigned to homerooms alphabetically,
according to their last names, means that the survey sample very likely reflects the demographic diversity
of the student body.
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3. Results
3.1. Demographics issues in the General Survey
The General Survey asked respondents to state
– the intersection closest to their home;
– their age, gender, and race or ethnicity;
– whether they have access to a car.
The English online version of the General Survey was completed by 426 respondents. This is a robust
response for a town of Princeton’s size, but several caveats are in order. Older people were overrepresented, with more than half over the age of 55 (Fig. 2), whereas US Census data show that among
Princeton residents, about 28% are over 55.

Fig. 2. Percentage of respondents to the online
survey in English, by age bracket.

Women were over-represented, comprising 63% of respondents, while 35% identified as male. The
remaining 2% identified as non-binary or did not answer.
Most salient to this mobility survey is the fact that the vast majority (84%) of respondents to the English
online survey reported owning a car. Only 6% of respondents said they had no access to an automobile
for their transportation needs.
A different picture emerged from the Spanish version of the online survey and the in-person interviews
(Fig. 3): Only 39% were car owners, while 30% had no access to a car. Including these responses served
to provide a fuller picture of the community’s views on transportation.
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Fig. 3. Access to an automobile for respondents to the online survey in English (left) and the online survey in Spanish
and in-person interviews (right).

In the rest of this report, the “General Survey” refers to results aggregated from all three survey
methods: the online surveys in English and in Spanish, and the in-person interviews.
A map of intersections nearest to respondents’ homes (Fig. 4) shows that most areas in Princeton are
represented in the survey. However, some neighborhoods are under-represented, including the
Littlebrook neighborhood, Griggs Farm, Princeton Community Village, and areas west of US Route 206.

Fig. 4 Location of intersections nearest to the homes of General Survey respondents. Dots overlap and may obscure
additional respondents.
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3.2. Travel Modes
Respondents to the General Survey were asked to indicate how often they traveled in Princeton on foot,
by bike, by bus, and by car. Exactly one response was required for each row. The question was
mandatory.

Fig. 5. The format of the Travel Mode question in the General Survey (left) and the PHS Survey (right).
On the PHS Survey students were asked how they go to school and could check as many of the same
four travel modes as applicable (Fig 5). If students checked only one travel mode, we assigned a
frequency “5x a week” to that travel mode. If multiple travel modes were checked, each of those were
assigned a frequency “1-4x a week”, similar to the General Survey.

Fig. 6. Number of respondents sorted by travel mode and how often they use that travel mode in the (a) General
Survey (470 respondents) and (b) the PHS Survey (1190 respondents).

General Survey respondents walk more often than they drive a car (Fig. 6(a)): 52% of respondents
reported walking 5 days a week or more, while 81% reported walking at least once a week. They ride in or
drive a the car slightly less frequently, with 46% of respondents reporting using it 5 times a week or more,
and 76% at least once a week.
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In the General Survey, 59% of respondents said they ride a bike occasionally (at least once a year), while
33% reported riding a bicycle at least once a week. The survey found that the travel mode least used
was the bus: only 12% of respondents ride the bus at least once a week, while 70% never ride the bus at
all.
These numbers are consistent with 2019 US Census data (See Table 1) that show that 23% of Princeton
residents commute to work on foot and 3.4% by bike, far higher numbers than statewide New Jersey
residents. Nearly half of Princeton residents (47.5%) commute by car alone, compared to 71% statewide.
The US Census states that 10.6% of Princeton residents commute by public transit; this includes
commutes by rail outside Princeton, whereas the survey question covers only travel by bus.
Princeton

New Jersey

Walk

23.0%

2.7%

Bike

3.4%

0.2%

Public Transit

10.6%

11.6%

Car (alone)

47.5%

71.0%

6.3%

7.9%

Carpool

Table 1. US Census data on commuting transportation mode (2019).

In the PHS Survey (see Fig. 6(b)), 22% of students mentioned walking to school every day, and 17% said
they took the school bus daily, less than half of the 614 students (39% of the enrollment) who are eligible
for the school bus. Only 7% of students said they ride a bike, scooter, or skateboard to school on a daily
basis. Despite Princeton’s compact size, 39% of students said they traveled to school by car every
day of the week, far exceeding the other travel modes.
In the following sections, it is useful to analyze the data by assigning each student to a single travel
mode. That mode is unambiguous for the 85% of PHS student respondents who said they use a single
travel mode to go to school. The remaining 15% reported using more than one travel mode. For the
purpose of assigning them to a single travel mode, we use the following heuristic interpretation, based on
our experience with high school age students.
When a student checks both the “Walk” and the “Bike” modes, we assume they mostly choose to bike to
school (which is faster than walking) and walk only when the weather is inclement or when there is snow
on the streets. When students check the “Walk” or “Bike” mode as well as a motorized mode, we assume
that they mostly walk or bike, and take the bus or car during inclement weather or on days that walking or
biking may make them late for school. When students check both the “Bus” and the “Car” modes, we
assume that they take the bus except on those days that they have missed the bus.
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3.3. PHS Routes To School
In this section we examine the routes PHS students take to school, and how the distance between home
and school influences the choice of travel mode.
Students were asked to draw their routes to school on the map provided with the survey. The vast
majority of students chose to use the intersection nearest their home as the starting point. In the few
cases where students drew a route from their actual address, we recorded the route only from the nearest
intersection, for privacy reasons. We digitized the routes to school by using a purpose-made input screen
showing a map of Princeton similar to the map on the PHS Survey. Routes to school were recorded by
clicking on every intersection along the route.

Fig. 7. An image of the input screen for the program for recording routes to school. The green squares mark the
locations of intersections. A sample route starting near Littlebrook Elementary School and ending at the PHS
entrance on Walnut Lane is shown in orange.

Each pair of intersections defines a street segment. Once all the routes were recorded, we counted the
number of students traveling on each segment. These counts were aggregated to generate the heat
maps shown below (Figs. 10, 11, and 24).

Distance Traveled to Princeton High School
The map in Fig. 8 shows that the students live all over town and reflects the density of homes, giving
even better geographic coverage than the General Survey (see Fig. 4). The students who walk to school
(green) live mostly in the roughly triangular region bounded by Rt. 27 (Nassau Street), Rt. 206, and
Harrison Street. The students who arrive by car (blue) live mostly outside of the triangle. Students who
bike (yellow) live throughout the town. Fig. 8 does not include data for bus riders.
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Fig. 8. Locations of the intersection nearest to PHS Survey respondents’ homes. Dots were slightly spread out in
order to make multiple students living near the same intersection visible, and are color-coded by travel mode.

From the data in Fig. 8 we measured the length of the straight line between each starting intersection and
the center of the PHS building. This is the “as-the-crow-flies” distance to school.

Fig. 9. Number of students living a given distance away from PHS, by travel mode. The distance from home to school
is measured “as the crow flies”.
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Fig. 9 confirms what can already be surmised from Fig. 8: PHS students who walk to school tend to live
within one mile of the school. Most of the students who bike live within two miles of the school, and
students who arrive by car can be found at all distances, including within half a mile of the school.
The Princeton Public Schools district offers school bus transportation to high school students who travel
2.5 miles or more from their homes to PHS or whose route to school is determined to be hazardous. The
data in Fig. 9 suggest that roughly one in four PHS students live less than 2.5 miles from school and go to
school by car.
The Princeton High School enrollment includes 242 students from Cranbury Township, under a sendreceive arrangement with Princeton. Of 147 students who indicated they live in Cranbury, either verbally
or by drawing an arrow on the map past Route 1, 80 ride the bus to school every day, 60 arrive at school
by car, and 7 use both modes.

Number of Cranbury students
arriving at PHS by
Bus

80

Car

60

Bus or Car

7

Table 2. Travel mode of PHS students who live in Cranbury.

Most-Traveled Routes
PHS students were asked to draw their route to school on the map provided. For the students in the
“Walk” and “Bike” categories, we tagged these routes as “Walk TO school” and “Bike TO School”
respectively, with the understanding that on many days, these are the same routes that students take on
their way home.
Students were also asked to draw on the map where they go after school other than home. These routes
were tagged as “Walk AFTER School” and “Bike AFTER School”. A majority of students indicated
traveling to a destination other than home after school. Some students arrive at school by bus or car, and
indicate an after-school route. We assigned these to the “Walk AFTER School” category unless the afterschool route indicated is too long to be credibly traveled on foot.
We aggregated the PHS students’ walking and biking routes to and after school to generate the heat map
shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. This figure shows how many students walk or bike on each road segment before and after school. Thicker
lines and brighter colors indicate more use. On the map, “L” indicates the location of Princeton Public Library, “Y” that
of the YMCA / YWCA.

The aggregate heat map (Fig. 10) shows that students walk and bike on the majority of Princeton’s roads,
and make the heaviest use of Witherspoon Street, Moore Street, Walnut Lane, Hamilton Avenue, Wiggins
Street, Franklin Avenue (both east and west of PHS ), and portions of Nassau Street.
Fig. 11 shows student’s routes to school separated by travel mode. Fig. 11(a) shows the routes taken by
students who walk to school at least once a week but do not bike. The segment most walked by students
is Franklin Avenue between Witherspoon Street and Moore Street. This segment is a collector for walking
routes originating from the Witherspoon-Jackson neighborhood, the Merwick Stanworth development,
and points west of Route 206. To the east of PHS, Franklin Avenue is heavily used by students walking.
Walnut Lane is a major north-south route to school; Moore Street and Witherspoon Street are also heavily
used.
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Fig. 11. Heat maps of routes taken by students (a) walking to school (and back home on most days); (b) walking to
after-school destinations; (c) biking to school (and back home on most days); (d) biking to after-school destinations.
Thicker lines and brighter colors indicate more users.

Students who do not go directly home after school walk the routes indicated in Fig. 11(b). These students
may have arrived at school in the morning on foot, but may also have arrived by bus or car. A large
number of students walk to the central business district via Moore Street, Hamilton Avenue and Wiggins
Street, but also along Nassau Street. In addition, many students reach the central business district via
Franklin Avenue and Witherspoon Street.
The Walnut Lane - Chestnut Street corridor is taken by many students, whether walking to the central
business district or to the Princeton Shopping Center on North Harrison Street. A smaller number of
students indicated that they walk west of PHS on Franklin Avenue, and along Paul Robeson Place toward
the YMCA / YWCA.
Fig. 11(c) shows the routes taken by students who bike, scoot, or roll to school at least once a week. The
segment most traveled by bicycle is Franklin Avenue east of PHS, and the connecting segment of
Snowden Lane.
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The Walnut Lane - Chestnut Street corridor sees heavy use by students riding bikes, as does Moore
Street. On the west side of PHS, Franklin Avenue and Henry Avenue are popular biking routes to school.
The map of biking routes taken by students who do not go directly home after school (Fig. 11(d)) is similar
to the walk after school map (Fig. 11(b)), but fewer students traveling to the central business district by
bike select Nassau Street. Multiple student respondents explicitly named Smoyer Park (located on
Snowden Lane) as a sports practice destination after school.
A comparison of Figs 11(a,b) with Figs. 11(c.d) confirms our earlier observation (See Fig. 8 and Fig. 9)
that bicycle riders cover a larger range than students who walk.

3.4. What Works Well
In the General Survey, respondents were asked “What makes moving around in Princeton particularly
pleasant? What works well?” Most frequently mentioned items were tabulated, shown in Fig. 12.

What Works Well
Walking / walkability
Proximity / density
Sidewalks
Crosswalks
Biking
Bike lanes
Beautiful streets / town, trees
Quiet streets
Public parking garage
Easy to drive
Public Transit
Police are nice
0

35

70

105

140

Fig. 12. Number of mentions of reasons to like to move about Princeton, from 470 General Survey respondents

Nearly one in three respondents said they appreciated Princeton’s walkability. The density/proximity of
destinations and the presence of sidewalks and crosswalks, features that contribute to Princeton’s
walkability, were frequently mentioned. Indeed, many Princeton residents walk every day, including to
work and to school (Fig. 6 and Table 1).
Several respondents said they appreciated the presence of bike lanes. However, some may have
mistaken the sidewalk for a bike path, apparent from comment like this one: “Pavement on a couple of
bike paths needs some TLC. Esp. Wiggins between Jefferson and Witherspoon (no real alternative)”
Respondents also commented on the beauty of the town, some making specific mention of street trees.
Biking was mentioned as enjoyable, and the former FreeB municipal bus garnered much praise. Specific
locations mentioned by respondents were put on an interactive map, which can be viewed at bit.ly/
MobilitySolutionsMap08540.
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Since few high school students drive a car independently, the PHS Survey asked a slightly different
question: “What do you like about biking or walking to school?” This question was answered by 278
students who bike and walk (of a total of 488 who reported they bike or walk).
The open-ended question yielded a variety of answers.
For instance, one student said: “It's nice to bike in the
morning because it wakes up your mind and body and
gets you ready for the day. It also allows you to stretch
your legs before sitting at a desk for hours at school.”
Some students explained their reasons to walk or bike:
“My mom won't drive me so I have to walk.”

“I like that you can
appreciate the town
and you benefit the
environment.”

The reasons for enjoying walking or biking fall under a few categories, displayed in Fig. 13 with the
number of times they are mentioned by students.

Reasons for Walking / Biking / Rolling to School
Independence
Exercise
Wake Up / Get Ready for School
Fresh Air / Nature / Outside
Relaxing / Enjoyable
Time Alone / Music
Friends
Easy / Convenient / Close
Fast
Environment / carbon emissions
Safe
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Fig. 13. Number of most-mentioned reasons to like walking or biking to school, from comments made by 278 PHS
Survey respondents who walk or bike to school.

Students value the independence of having their
own means of transportation. They see the
benefit of physical exercise and/or mention
specifically that it wakes them up or gets them
ready for school. As one student said, “Biking
wakes me up and gets my brain to work before
school starts”. This view is supported by
studies showing that physical exercise before
the start of school contributes to better academic performance.

“Don't have to worry about
being rushed by family;
you are your own
responsibility.”

The students savor a chance to be outside and enjoy fresh air and Princeton’s many trees. Some regard
the trip to school as a chance to socialize with friends while others enjoy the time to themselves. Many
said they find the walk or bike ride to school calming or relaxing.
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Students describe their walking or biking to school as “easy”, “convenient” and “fast”, some offering the
detail that it’s faster than the bus, or faster than the car.
We asked students to rate the safety of their route to school: “Grade your walking or biking route to/from
school from A (very safe) to F (very unsafe)”.

Fig. 14. The percentage of walkers and the percentage of bike riders who gave grades A (very safe) to F (very
unsafe) to their route to school. Data from responses of 277 walkers and153 bike / scooter / board riders.

Students who walk to school were very satisfied with their route to school, students who bike less so (Fig.
14). As a caveat, many students who checked “A”, still indicated dangerous spots on their route to school
on the map.

3.5. Safety and Other Issues
Despite the fact that General Survey respondents
enjoy walking and biking in the town, they see many
issues that make those activities not as safe or as
enjoyable as they could be. This became clear from
answers to the question:

“Although the distance
is OK for bikes, the
road is dangerous.”

“Where and when IN PRINCETON do you feel unsafe to move around, and why? You can tell us about a
particularly difficult or dangerous trip you've taken. Things that may contribute: dangerous crossing, time
delays, bad weather, carrying large or heavy items, high expense.”
Frequently mentioned items in respondents’ answers were tabulated and summarized in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 15. Number of mentions of reasons for feeling unsafe traveling in Princeton, from the General Survey
To begin with, 22 respondents reported having experienced a near-crash (18) or an actual crash (4),
some multiple times. Five additional respondents reported that they saw or knew other people hit by a
car. Of the 27 total respondents who reported these events, only one reported being nearly run over by
bike or scooter riders, the remaining 26 cases involved cars. One interviewee, who has lived in Princeton
all his life and gets around on foot or by bike, reported having been hit seven times while walking, and
twice while riding his bike. In addition to the data in Fig. 15, one PHS student reported being hit by a car,
two said they were almost hit, and one mentioned the crash on Rosedale Road in 2021 in which a
pedestrian lost his life.
The fact that 5% of General Survey respondents mention crashes and near-crashes in their answers to
an open-ended question is significant.
By far the most frequently cited concern is that
it’s unsafe to bike on Princeton’s streets. Of the
96 respondents who said it’s unsafe to bike, 16
specifically mentioned the absence of bike
lanes, and 20 said they would like to bike more,
but are afraid to. Apart from concern about their
own safety, 14 respondents said they worry
about the safety of children biking or walking.

“I would like to Bike.
Biking in Princeton feels
very unsafe - cars do not
take care around bikes.”
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Some respondents remarked on the priority given to car drivers, for instance: “Some intersections are
unfriendly to pedestrians and particularly to cyclists, though. For example, when approaching Paul
Robeson Pl on Chambers St, a cyclist has to get off their bike and push the beg button to make the light
change. Imagine if we asked drivers to leave their car to get the light’s attention—we would find it
ridiculous.”
The next largest safety concerns are drivers speeding, and drivers not stopping at intersections or at
crosswalks. Comments on road users being distracted or inconsiderate were applied to all types pedestrians, bicycle riders, and drivers - in roughly equal numbers.
Respondents to the General Survey expressed
a wish both for more crosswalks and safer
crosswalks. Many of the comments reflected
the tough competition for sidewalk space that
pedestrians experience with bicycle riders,
household and yard waste, and snow.

“Frankly, Princeton is the
most dangerous place for
pedestrians I have ever
lived. More dangerous than
Boston, San Francisco,
New York City, etc.”

Some respondents mentioned being
homebound when there is snow and ice on the
roads, and one respondent commented, “After
snowfall many sidewalks are not cleared and some street crossings were totally blocked (Nassau and
Olden) making it impossible for my stroller to get through or use the sidewalk. I had to make the difficult
choice to walk on the road with the unsafe drivers.“
The number of mentions of snow and ice on sidewalks should be taken in the context that most
respondents completed the General Survey in the hot summer months and are less likely to have winter
conditions in mind. Finally, many pedestrians noted that the streets and sidewalks are too dark at night.
Drivers mentioned the difficulty or expense of parking in Princeton. Other issues that concerned drivers
were traffic congestion, narrow streets, and cracks in the pavement.
Among the 470 respondents, 44 explicitly said they felt safe. Of these 82% used either the car or the bus
at least once a week.
PHS students were asked to mark any dangerous
spots with an “X” on the survey map. They were
given the option to write what makes that location
dangerous. Not all students offered comments.

“Unfortunately I don't

walk to school as the
route is quite perilous”

Students frequently mentioned “cars”, “fast cars”,
“lots of cars”, or “busy road” as contributors to the dangerous conditions. One simply wrote “Scary
drivers”.

3.6. Mapping dangerous locations
When specific dangerous locations were reported by survey respondents, we recorded them on an
interactive map, color-coded by travel mode. Each location marker is accompanied by the comment
pertaining to that location when available. Because of the difference in survey methods, all locations from
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the General Survey had comments attached, while in the PHS Survey the majority of locations were
marked without comment. The map can be viewed at bit.ly/MobilityIssuesMap08540.
We note that the PHS Survey responses are
relevant mainly to 7:40 to 8:20 am and 3:20 - 4:00
pm on weekdays during the school year, whereas
the responses to the General Survey cover all
times of the day, all days of the week, as well as
all seasons, with the caveat that the survey was
done in the summer when winter conditions may
not have been top of mind.

“School drop-off times

are dangerous. Parents
driving students to
school drive FAST &
carelessly,”

Fig. 16. Screenshots of interactive map (bit.ly/MobilitySolutionsMap08540) of dangerous locations reported by
pedestrians (green), bicycle riders (yellow) and car drivers / riders (blue) in the (a) General Survey and (b) PHS
Survey.
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In both the General Survey (Fig 16(a)) and the PHS Survey (Fig. 16(b)), dangerous locations were
flagged mainly on and inside the triangle defined by Rt 206, Rt 27, and Harrison Street. Outside that
triangle, respondents identified the following access roads as dangerous: Rosedale Road, Cherry Hill
Road, Snowden Lane, Nassau Street (Route 27), South Harrison Street, and Washington Street.
Among General Survey respondents mainly pedestrians and bicycle riders thought the access roads
outside the central triangle dangerous, whereas they were flagged by PHS students mainly traveling by
car or bus. This is not surprising as very few students who live outside the central triangle come to school
on foot or by bike. The big exception is Snowden Lane, which is flagged as dangerous by students of all
travel modes.
The dangerous locations flagged by General Survey respondents closely follow the locations of car-oncar crashes and car-on-bike crashes. Portions of the crash maps are reproduced in Fig. 17. PHS students
frequently marked intersections as dangerous locations, also consistent with where the vast majority of
actual crashes occur. The interactive car crash map is at https://bit.ly/PrincetonCrashMap.

Fig. 17. Portions of interactive maps of car-on-car crashes (left) and car-on-bike crashes (right) in Princeton.

The following corridors were deemed dangerous by both General and PHS Survey respondents: In the
east-west direction, Nassau Street (Rt. 27) and the Hamilton - Wiggins - Robeson corridor; in the northsouth direction, Bayard Lane (Rt. 206), Witherspoon Street, and North and South Harrison Street.
But in addition to these corridors, PHS students also experienced the following streets as dangerous: Moore
Street, Walnut Lane, and the portion of Valley Road between Walnut Lane and Harrison Street. We
emphasize that the students experience these streets during “school rush hour” at the start and end of the
school day, when the volume of student, parent, and school bus traffic is highest.
In the following we focus on the central area and the neighborhoods directly east of Harrison Street.
Separating the maps by travel mode reveals a few interesting trends.
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Fig. 18. Dangerous locations reported by pedestrians among (a) General Survey respondents and (b) PHS students.
Red markers indicate the locations of crossing guards.

Dangerous locations reported by walkers among respondents to the General Survey (Fig. 18(a)) are
concentrated close to the central business district. On Witherspoon Street, cars not stopping for
pedestrians crossing was the single most-cited danger, likewise on Nassau Street which respondents say
is difficult or dangerous to cross on foot. Crossing the Wiggins - Hamilton corridor is also deemed
dangerous; in addition, commenters mention cars speeding there.
The issues reported by walkers among PHS
“As the Moore/Guyot
students (Fig. 18(b))are concentrated along
their routes to school, especially Witherspoon
crossing guard, drivers
Street, Walnut Lane, Moore Street, and the
coming down Moore from
intersections on North Harrison Street, as well
Jefferson are terrifying and
as Franklin Avenue on both sides of PHS
defiant!”
(compare with Fig. 11(a). There are relatively
few complaints on Nassau Street, despite the
heavy use in the afternoon (c.f. Fig. 11(b); it is possible that few PHS students attempt to cross Nassau
Street. Walking students did note dangerous intersections along the Hamilton-Wiggins corridor.
The issues reported by bicycle riders among the General Survey respondents (Fig. 19) mostly appear
along Wiggins and Hamilton, Nassau Street, Witherspoon Street, and - to a lesser degree - Harrison
Street. The reported issues seem to be concentrated on major arteries that are unavoidable en route to
the central business district, especially in the east-west direction.

Bicycle riders cited the large number of cars as a reason to feel very unsafe on Nassau Street. Few riders
said this about the Hamilton - Wiggins - Robeson corridor, even though DVRPC, the Delaware Valley
Regional Planning Commission, has measured car traffic volumes on that corridor which were only 10 20% lower than those on Nassau Street.
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Fig. 19. Dangerous locations reported by bicycle riders among (a) General Survey respondents and (b) PHS
students. Red markers indicate the locations of crossing guards.

PHS students who bike to school also flagged dangerous locations along these same corridors (Fig.
19(b)). But in addition, they also note dangerous conditions on Franklin Avenue east of PHS, Moore
Street, Walnut Lane, and Terhune Road, all major access roads to PHS, as well as Snowden Lane.
It may come as a surprise that General Survey respondents noted no dangerous locations along Terhune
Road between Mt Lucas Road and Harrison Street. However, the absence of reported issues does not
necessarily mean the absence of issues; it may indicate simply that people who walk or bike have
decided not to travel along Terhune Road knowing that the absence of sidewalks makes it dangerous for
walking and biking, opting instead for the safer parallel Valley Road which does have sidewalks and a
parking lane where one can bike. The students who flagged intersections at Terhune Road mainly did so
because they cross Terhune Road as they travel to school from points north.

Fig. 20. Dangerous locations reported by (a) drivers among General Survey respondents and (b) PHS students who
arrive at school by car or by bus. Red markers indicate the locations of crossing guards.
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Drivers among General Survey respondents experience danger or difficulty mainly along Nassau Street,
and Hamilton and Wiggins (Fig. 20(a)), where the majority of comments pertain to the perceived
irresponsible behavior of pedestrians and
bicycle riders as well as, to a lesser extent,
“As a driver who doesn't
congestion and the danger of cars
bike, annoyed by bikes in
maneuvering into and out of parking bays.
center of road, e.g.
Drivers also express frustration at the allHamilton.”
pedestrian phase at the intersection of Nassau
Street and Washington Road.
In contrast to the General Survey respondents, PHS students who ride cars and/or buses to school
marked dangerous locations at the same places as the students who walk or bike.

Dangerous Intersections
The vast majority of crashes in Princeton occur at street intersections (see Fig. 17), and indeed the vast
majority of PHS students marked intersections as dangerous locations. General Survey respondents
frequently mention specific intersections in their comments. The intersections most frequently marked as
unsafe are described in this section. For details we refer to bit.ly/MobilityIssuesMap08540.

Nassau Street and Washington Road
This was the location of a pedestrian fatality in 2017. Since then, an all-pedestrian phase was added to
the traffic light cycle. Many pedestrians are enthusiastic about the change, but some pedestrians report
still feeling unsafe here. Car drivers mention feeling frustrated by the longer wait at the traffic lights: “Do
not like being at the corner of Nassau and Washington in a car. It's better now for pedestrians, though.”
One bicycle rider reported having been nearly hit by a car making a left turn.

“I like the new light
system at the
intersection of
Nassau and
Washington Road;
it feels much safer
crossing as a
pedestrian now.”

Fig. 21. Portion of Solutions map

The Princeton Pedestrian and Bicycle Advisory Committee observed this intersection for 45 minutes
during the lunch hour on a weekday. Within this time period, 20% of pedestrians crossed illegally. Their
body language suggested that they were confused about the pedestrian light not turning green together
with the car lights in the same direction.
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Harrison Street and Valley Road, Princeton Shopping Center
This intersection, which serves as the main entrance to the Princeton Shopping Center, was flagged as
unsafe by multiple pedestrians and bicycle riders from both surveys. They cited the large number of cars
and the fact that drivers are not cognizant of the presence of pedestrians and bike riders as the main
reasons for danger. Among those in cars, only
two PHS students marked this location as
dangerous, both citing “lots of cars” as the
“I have nearly been killed
reason. Several pedestrians and bicycle riders
twice while legally in the
said they were hit or almost hit by cars here.
crosswalk with the ‘green
One respondent had this suggestion: “Can we
man’ signal.”
please change this intersection into a scramble
crossing (like Nassau/Washington)?”

Harrison St and Franklin Ave
Even though a crossing guard is posted at this intersection, it was marked as unsafe by a large number of
PHS students, equally distributed among students who walk, bike, and ride a car or bus to school. The
few students who added a remark cited the large number of cars; this is not surprising as Franklin Avenue
at Harrison Street is at the confluence of many students’ route to school.
Only one General Survey respondent flagged this intersection; they remarked on the settings of the
pedestrian crossing lights: “When I walk to the shopping center now, I cross Harrison at Franklin (despite
the new lights, which have ridiculously long wait times and short crossing times for pedestrians — they
are not an improvement, and appear to have been configured by someone with scant experience of
walking places).”

Witherspoon Street and Paul Robeson Place / Wiggins Street
This intersection of two high-volume streets is a major gateway into the central business district.
Pedestrians crossing the street often find
“Cars often turn left into
themselves in conflict with cars making a left
oncoming peds/bikes.”
turn. Three of four legs of this intersection have
a left-turn lane for cars.
Many PHS students have flagged the
intersection as unsafe, despite the presence
of a crossing guard.

“I have almost been hit while
biking at the intersection of Paul
Robeson Place and
Witherspoon.”
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Dangerous Corridors
In many cases, an entire street or corridor was deemed dangerous by survey respondents. These are
described in this section.

Cherry Hill Road
Cherry Hill Road provides access to central Princeton from points north, including Stuart Road, Ridge
Road, and Davies Drive. The road is windy and has no sidewalks north of Foulet Drive. The posted speed
limit is 40 mph between Rt. 206 and the John Witherspoon Woods just north of Foulet Drive, then 35 mph
to Cherry Valley Road.
General Survey respondents remarked
on the absence of a sidewalk and/or bike
lanes, and on the speed of the cars on
this road.

“I hate biking / walking to school
b/c Cherry Hill is a sidewalkless
death trap of murder”

John Street
The most-mentioned traffic concerns on John Street were speeding cars and drivers not stopping at
intersections. It is easy for cars to gather speed as they travel in the downhill direction on this one-way
street. Multiple General Survey respondents suggested improved speed bumps for this street, specifically
speed bumps that go across the whole street as on Hodge Road.

Witherspoon Street
The crash maps reveal that this is a
dangerous street where many crashes of
all types occur, predominantly at the
intersections. Respondents remarked on
the large number of cars traveling along
this corridor, some at high speed. Bicycle
riders feel unsafe on Witherspoon Street,
and pedestrians mention that car drivers
do not stop for people crossing the
street.

Biking on Witherspoon in general is
a bit hazardous, between heavy
traffic and narrow sidewalks with
no bike lanes or other provisions
for cyclists, but it's hard to avoid
when moving between downtown
and north Princeton on bike.

Walnut Lane
Walnut Lane between PHS and PMS is
extremely busy and congested during
the morning arrival time when the car
traffic consists mainly of parents
dropping off students. This street has a
multi-use sidepath on each side, meant
to be shared by pedestrians and bicycle
riders. However, they are not marked as
such, and for safety reasons Princeton
Middle School administrators and
teachers strongly discourage students
from biking on the sidewalks.

“School drop-off times are
dangerous. Parents driving
students to school drive FAST &
carelessly, and students drive their
own cars to school when they
could easily walk or
take the school bus.”
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Harrison Street
South Harrison Street is one of three main roads connecting Princeton to US Route 1, while North
Harrison Street provides access to the Princeton Shopping Center and connects to US Rt. 206. The
intersections at Valley Road and at Franklin Avenue have been discussed above, but many respondents
find the entire corridor dangerous.
The intersection of Harrison Street with
Hamilton Avenue is the site of frequent car-oncar crashes. One homeowner has had to
replace their fence multiple times as it has
been damaged repeatedly by cars jumping the
curb. But among General Survey respondents
no car drivers feel unsafe at this intersection, in
contrast to car and bus riders among PHS
students, who flagged the intersection as
dangerous in larger number than students who
walk or bike to school.

“Car turning lanes on N
Harrison are confusing and
dangerous for cars and bikes
even though it is called a
shared road. Can't ride to
health food store on Nassau
without risking your life.”

Franklin Avenue, from Walnut Lane to Harrison Street
This segment of Franklin Avenue is perceived to be dangerous by students of all travel modes. The
intersection at North Harrison Street has been described above. Many students feel unsafe at the bend
closest to Linden Lane, which is also the location of an entrance / exit of the parking lot of the
Westminster Choir College. Bike riding students commented: “People come around the curve fast.”
The next hotspot is at the segment adjacent to the PMS
playing field at the second entrance / exit of the
Westminster parking lot. This is also the location where
the on-street parking ends.
Only four students reported feeling unsafe at the
extremely busy intersection at Franklin Avenue and
Walnut Lane, where two crossing guards are posted
each schoolday morning.
It is interesting that no respondent from the General
Survey has flagged this segment, suggesting that the
danger is confined to the times near the school arrival
and dismissal times.
Fig. 22. Franklin Avenue between Walnut Lane and
Harrison Street is flagged as dangerous by PHS
students but not General Survey respondents.
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Paul Robeson Place - Wiggins Street - Hamilton Avenue
Despite being a residential street, this corridor sees nearly as much car traffic as Nassau Street. Bicycle
riders especially feel unsafe on the Robeson-Wiggins-Hamilton corridor, some using words like
“treacherous” and “scary”.
The most often cited source of stress was from impatient drivers who are not aware that the shared street
markings (“sharrows”) painted on the
pavement mean that a bicycle rider may
“Hamilton Wiggins: cars hate to
take the width of the lane. Drivers honk
at bicycle riders or pass them at very
stay behind me when I'm on bike,
close range. One bicycle rider had this to
and will cross the double yellow
say: “Very stressful biking experience
lines and overtake me even when
when they honk their horns. Sometimes
cars are approaching from the
have to ride on the side walk. Also hard
other direction, endangering
as pedestrians have the right of way.”
themselves and me. Not having
Another respondent suggested: “I would
bike lanes is dangerous for
LOVE to see no car parking allowed on
bicyclists AND cars.“
Hamilton between Moore Street and
Witherspoon. Biking there is really quite
treacherous.”
Respondents who walk cite cars’ high speed as a reason for feeling unsafe when crossing this corridor.
There were multiple comments on drivers not stopping even when pedestrians are in a crosswalk.

Nassau Street
Nassau Street (State Route 27) is a major thoroughfare connecting to nearby towns. It is also an
important main street in the Princeton community as it hosts many businesses, houses of worship, and
Princeton University.
The majority of comments on Nassau
“Nassau street [feels] unsafe
Street pertain to feeling unsafe crossing
because cars don’t yield to
the street. Many respondents feel that as
pedestrians and often are
pedestrians they are not seen by drivers;
speeding.”
drivers fail to stop for pedestrians even
when they are in a crosswalk. Bicycle
riders also feel unsafe riding along
Nassau Street, with multiple respondents mentioning the high volume of car traffic.
A particularly problematic intersection for pedestrians is at University Place / Bank Street, where there is
frequent conflict between cars turning right onto Nassau Street and pedestrians walking in the crosswalk
across Nassau Street.
The intersection at Washington Road / Vandeventer Road is discussed above. One bicycle rider said that
the traffic lights at Olden Street / Chestnut Street don’t work; it is possible that the cameras are more
sensitive to the presence of cars than bicycle riders waiting on the side streets.
Car drivers voiced concerns about pedestrians crossing the street even at locations without crosswalks,
and being unable to see pedestrians at night.
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3.7. Proposed solutions
The General Survey asked “What would make it easier and safer for you to get to where you want to go?”
Survey respondents proposed a number of solutions, the most common of which are tabulated in Fig. 23.
Where specific locations are mentioned, we recorded them on an interactive map, which can be viewed at
bit.ly/MobilitySolutionsMap08540.

Suggested Solutions
Traffic calming measures
Fewer cars
Enforcement / police presence
Education
Safe routes to school
Pedestrian signals
All-pedestrian streets
Ped facility along Route 1
Ped / bike path over Route 1
More / better sidewalks
Bike lanes
More bike parking in town
More parking in town
Less on-street parking
0
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100

Fig. 23. Number of mentions of solutions proposed in the General Survey (470 respondents).

Bike lanes were the single mostsuggested solution that makes travel
safer, which is not surprising as unsafe
bicycling conditions was the most
frequently mentioned safety concern
(See Fig. 15). Of the 95 General Survey
respondents who suggested the
construction of more bike lanes, 41
specifically mentioned protected bike
lanes.

“I would love to have a bike
lane, on busier streets with
parked cars and traffic I feel
unsafe to bike on the street but I
don’t like going on the side walk
either if there are people
walking.”

Respondents advocate for the
implementation of traffic calming
measures: “If this were a truly
sustainable town we would completely
redesign our road infrastructure and
traffic flows to give priority to pedestrians
and cyclists, and make cars drive at
20mph or below on all residential roads.”
More or better speed bumps were
mentioned frequently. They also

“The biggest impediment to
getting around safely on foot or
bike is unsafe driver behavior.
We can’t educate or persuade
drivers to slow down and be
more alert: they have to be
forced to drive more safely by
road design.”
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mentioned better enforcement of traffic laws. Some respondents want to see fewer cars on Princeton’s
streets.
Pedestrians especially called for better
signals at crossings. While many
“Bumps on the sidewalk hurt
respondents commented favorably on
[my] back. Riding in the street is
Princeton’s sidewalks, there were also
more comfortable.“
many calls for more sidewalks and
maintaining the sidewalk so they remain
– wheelchair user
even and free of cracks.
Eight respondents called for a safe walking and biking route to cross US Rt 1. Note: New Jersey Transit is
considering a revitalized Princeton Transitway between Princeton and Princeton Junction that includes a
pedestrian and bicycle trail. More information is at https://www.njtransit.com/princetontransitway/.

Bicycle Desire Lines
PHS students were not asked for suggestions for improving road safety, rather they were asked to
indicate on the provided map where bike lane(s) would make it safer for them to bike to school. We
recorded these bicycle desire lines with the same method for recording the routes to school and
aggregated them into the heat map shown in Fig. 24.
The bicycle desire lines included those drawn by students who do not currently bike to school. A small
number of students marked road segments that did not coincide with their route to school; these are
included as well, on the grounds that students need to be able to travel safely, whether to and from school
or to their other activities.

Fig. 24. Heat map of bicycle desire lines indicated by PHS students.
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The heat map of bicycle desire lines resembles the heat maps of bicycle routes to school (Fig. 11(c)). In
addition, east-west corridors such as Nassau Street, Hamilton-Wiggins-Robeson, and Birch Avenue,
Henry Avenue, Mountain Avenue, and Terhune Road also feature among the desire lines.
Among the north-south corridors, the greatest desire for bicycle lanes is on Walnut Lane, particularly
between the high school and the middle school. It is apparent from the survey that students regard the
shared-use sidepath as a sidewalk. The need for bicycle infrastructure that is separate from both the
sidewalk and the car lanes is clear to the students.
There is student demand for bike lanes on Moore Street where the main entrance to PHS is located. This
street is heavily used by parents driving their children to and from school. Many students have marked
the intersection of Moore Street and Franklin Ave as a dangerous location.
Of the access routes outside the central triangle, Cherry Hill Road and the Franklin-Snowden Corridor
show the most demand for bike lanes. Students traveling on Cherry Hill Road view that road as much
more dangerous than adjacent street segments in the central triangle, such as Mt. Lucas Road, Valley
Road, and Witherspoon Street.
On the east side, the Franklin - Snowden corridor is heavily used, not only by students living in the
Littlebrook neighborhood but also by students who bike to sports practice after school at the Barbara
Smoyer Park. While students feel unsafe on Snowden Lane, the alternative route over Terhune Road is
longer and hillier.
The segment of Franklin Avenue between Harrison Street and Walnut Lane features prominently in Fig.
24 partly because it is the confluence of many routes to school from points east (Fig. 11(c)). But in
addition, multiple students have indicated this as a standalone segment where they desire a bike lane,
consistent with many regarding this segment as unsafe (see Section 3.6).
West of the town center, there is demand for a bike lane on Rosedale Road, and even more on Mountain
Avenue and the Great Road; this is significant considering that it is removed from the central triangle and
the highest population density. Note: students at Princeton Academy of the Sacred Heart, Princeton Day
School, and Stuart Country Day School, who are not part of this survey, use the Great Road to reach
school.

3.8. Public Transit
Public transit has great potential for reducing traffic congestion, air pollution, and carbon emissions. Yet
the General Survey shows very clearly that public transit is the least-used travel mode in town (Fig. 6).
Princeton is served by a free municipal bus (which
replaced the popular FreeB), and Princeton
University’s Tiger Transit network, which is also free
and open to the public, except the service to
Princeton Junction Station (Fig. 25). Two NJ Transit
buses (lines 605 and 606) traverse the town. Rail
service connects Princeton Station with Princeton
Junction Station. Finally, Coach provides a bus
connection to New York City.

“The key is that the
downtown shuttle buses
need an extensive network
and be regular. I'd really
love to ditch my car if I
could.”
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Fig. 25 shows that many Princeton neighborhoods are not served by public transit. As one respondent
remarked, “My in-laws are moving to Princeton this summer. They don't drive and I expect to spend a lot
more time in the car because there isn't a regular or extensive public transit network in Princeton.”
Many survey respondents expressed a willingness to ride a bus if service were more convenient. We note
that 29% of Princeton residents were born outside the United States, and many more residents have
traveled to countries where the use of public transit is more common.

Fig. 25. Public transit routes in and around Princeton as of 2022. The orange lines represent Princeton University’s
Tiger Transit network comprising multiple routes. All routes are bus routes, except the NJ Transit “Dinky” and
NorthEast Corridor services, indicated in red.

We asked General Survey respondents “What would encourage you to take a shuttle or bus, either locally
or out of town?” and tabulated the most frequently mentioned desire items in Fig. 26. As incentives for
using public transit, General Survey respondents mention frequent bus service and more routes, including
bus stops close to where they live, as most important. Reliable service and shorter overall transit times
are also mentioned, as well as schedules published via a variety of channels, including a tracking app,
posted at the bus stops, and published in print.
If there was one word that covers the majority of public transit desire items, it would be “convenience”.
Several respondents suggested that people waiting at bus stops be sheltered from the elements. Multiple
respondents suggested that a shuttle be used between the central business district and a remote parking
location. This would alleviate congestion in the core area.
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Public Transit Desire Items
More Routes
Stop near my house
Convenient
Takes less time
Frequent
Extended hours
Reliable
Published schedules
Free or low cost
Shuttle from satellite parking
Sheltered bus stops
Safe
I will never ride the bus
0
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90

120

Fig. 26. Number of mentions of desire items for public transit

Of the 95 respondents who mentioned frequent bus service as a desire items, some named a specific
time interval; a majority of those were in the 11 - 20 minute range.
Frequent

95

10 mins or less

1

11-20 mins

9

21-50 mins

4

1 hour

3

Table 3. Specific time intervals suggested by respondents of the General Survey.

The General Survey was conducted during a period in which the FreeB bus service was temporarily
suspended, and there were many calls to restore the service.
The most frequently mentioned desired destinations are tabulated in Fig. 27. If a specific location
mentioned is close to the respondent’s home, we characterize that location as “Near My House”.
As mentioned before, many respondents
“Shuttle from ymca or other easy
said they would take public transit if a
pick up to high/middle school and
bus would stop near their home (Fig. 27).
back for after school activities for
Of the other desired destinations, the
kids who don’t drive and parents
Dinky / Princeton Station / Princeton
work or can’t pick up.”
Junction was most frequently named,
followed by the central business district
and the Princeton Shopping Center.
These destinations are already served by NJ Transit or the municipal bus, suggesting either that the
respondents are unaware of those routes, or the frequency of the service is too low, or the absence of a
bus stop near their homes is an important barrier to taking the bus.
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Public Transit Desire Destinations
Dinky / Princeton Junction
Downtown
Princeton Shopping Center
Rt 1 Shopping Malls
PMS / PHS
Near My House
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Fig. 27. Number of mentions of public transit desire destinations in and near Princeton, from the General Survey.

4. Discussion
The Princeton Mobility Study was launched with the goal of learning what, if any, difficulties people
encounter as they travel in town. The study has yielded a rich dataset that sheds light on how Princeton
residents (and some visitors) move around in town, and their views on what makes their trip pleasant, and
what makes it difficult or dangerous. In the following, we highlight some of our findings.

Princeton is unique and distinctive, and is often enjoyed by walking and biking
From the surveys a picture emerges of a town that is compact and beautiful (Section 3.4), in which
residents make use of and enjoy the opportunity to walk and bike in far larger numbers than is the case in
New Jersey generally. However, residents
rarely make use of public transportation
“It's a historic college town,
(Section 3.2).
Respondents to both the General Survey and
the PHS Survey, including drivers and
passengers of cars, recognize the vulnerability
of pedestrians and bicycle riders, even as they
acknowledge the many benefits associated
with walking and biking.

the architecture is fabulous.
You can stop and hear eight
different languages. On bike
you can see things you'd
never see in a car.”

An English-language online survey by itself is insufficient
The richness of the dataset resulted partly from the open-ended nature of the questions. The survey team
made a great effort to make the demographics of the survey respondents reflect the great diversity of the
town. We augmented the customary online survey in English with a version in Spanish as well as inperson interviews, and found that the latter were instrumental in reaching people who may not have the
willingness or means to complete the online surveys. We found that the pool of respondents to the
Spanish online Survey and in-person interviews had transportation characteristics that differed
significantly from those of respondents to the English online survey. (Section 3.1).
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High participation among students of Princeton High School
In order to hear from younger residents we administered a youth-oriented survey on paper, to all students
at Princeton High School during a single homeroom period. This method resulted in a very high
participation rate (75%) and a sample that is representative of the student population (Section 2).
The PHS survey gives an overview of how students travel: 22% of PHS students walk, 17% take the
school bus, and 7% ride a bike, scooter or skateboard to school on a daily basis, while 15% indicated
using more than one travel mode. Although the high school is located close to the center of a compact
town, 39% of PHS students come to school by car every day of the week (Fig. 6 in Section 3.2).

A map of PHS students’ walking and biking routes to and after school
The survey also yielded, for the first time, an aggregate map of the routes students take as they walk or
bike to school, as well as where they go after school (Section 3.3).
Princeton High School students savor the independence that comes from walking or biking to school.
They recognize the many benefits: exercise, fresh air, time to prepare mentally for the school day, a
chance to see friends (Section 3.4). Yet students feel vulnerable as they walk or bike to school (Sections
3.5 and 3.6).
We constructed an aggregate map of desire lines for bike lanes that students say would help make it
safer for them to bike to school. Most notably, students asked for bike lanes along Walnut Lane, between
Terhune Road and Nassau Street (Section 3.7).

Public transit participation has room for improvement
The General Survey revealed that very few Princeton residents currently use public transit (Section 3.2).
While the former FreeB bus was well loved, multiple respondents decried the lack of a connection to out
of town destinations including shopping venues and the hospital on Route 1. (The survey was done
before the new municipal bus service was started).
When respondents were asked what would induce them to use public transit more often, they called for a
more convenient service. Foremost among the desire items were an expanded network of bus routes and
buses that run frequently, with a preference for a 11-20 minute interval. Princeton Station and Princeton
Junction Station were the most named desired destinations after a bus stop near the respondents’ home
(Section 3.8).

An interactive map of locations respondents consider unsafe
We generated an interactive map of issues from comments by General Survey respondents and
dangerous locations marked by PHS students. Locations were categorized by whether the respondents
experienced the street as a pedestrian, bicycle rider, or car driver / passenger. Any associated comments
were added to the map markers. The map can be viewed at bit.ly/MobilityIssuesMap08540.
The corridors where respondents to the General Survey feel most unsafe are Nassau Street, the
Hamilton - Wiggins - Robeson corridor, Witherspoon Street, and Harrison Street. These are the same
corridors where car crashes frequently occur.
In addition, PHS students saw danger on Franklin Avenue, Moore Street, Walnut Lane, Cherry Hill Road
and Snowden Lane out to the Barbara Smoyer Park. On streets near the school, it may be the schoolrelated car traffic that makes students feel unsafe. The relatively low number of car crashes on these
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streets are a testament to the efforts of the crossing guards: townwide, 23 crossing guards keep students
safe on their way to and from school.

Princeton is a walking town
More General Survey respondents said they walk than drive at least five days a week. Princeton is quite
walkable, and many said they like the proximity of their destinations. They appreciate the quantity and
quality of sidewalks, and the fact that they are shaded by trees (Section 3.4).
However, many respondents said they feel unsafe at crosswalks (Section 3.5), and called for more and
better crosswalks, as well as more sidewalks. Respondents wished for sidewalks with even surfaces and
free of obstacles such as waste and recycling bins, leaf and brush, and snow. There were also calls for
better street lighting (Section 3.7).

Princeton is bikeable, and more people would bike if it were safer
One in three General Survey respondents reported they bike at least once a week. A few respondents in
the General and the PHS Surveys said they appreciated the presence of bike lanes, but in several cases
they mentioned streets which do not have bike lanes, indicating that these respondents may have
mistaken the sidewalk for a bike path.
Despite the appetite for biking, many respondents feel bicycle safety could be improved. In the General
Survey, more than one in five say they feel unsafe while biking in Princeton, with multiple respondents
saying they would like to start biking, bike more, or even retire their cars, but that they are afraid (Section
3.5). (These remarks reflect the attitude of Americans in general, more than half of whom say they would
like to bike more, but are worried about being hit by a car or truck.) About one in five General Survey
respondents suggested adding more bike lanes, nearly half of them explicitly called for protected bike
lanes (Section 3.7). Students suggested specific desire lines for bike lanes (Section 3.7).

Drivers are also concerned about pedestrian and bicycle safety
In the survey, the majority of comments from drivers concerned the safety of pedestrians and bicycle
riders. Drivers called for better lighting that would make pedestrians and bicycle riders more visible at
night. The difficulty and expense of parking, traffic congestion, and potholes or cracks in the road surface
were mentioned less frequently.

Survey respondents say cars are the main reason for feeling unsafe
Respondents of both surveys point to cars – their numbers, their speed, their drivers being distracted and
not stopping for pedestrians or bike riders – as the main reason for feeling unsafe on Princeton’s streets.
They call for traffic calming measures and fewer cars, as well as better enforcement of traffic rules.
Among General Survey respondents, 5% mentioned being almost hit or actually hit by a car, even though
the open-ended questions did not prompt them to do so. While this may indicate a self-selection among
survey respondents, it is cause for concern. The majority of reported incidents (26 of 27) involved cars.
Prioritizing pedestrians and bicycle riders in the design of our streets would alleviate these fears and
enable a mode shift to more active forms of transportation, increasing opportunities for Princetonians to
get exercise and socialize with neighbors, breathe cleaner air, and enjoy less congested streets. It would
also put the town on track to achieve the goals laid out in the Climate Action Plan (currently, transportation
accounts for 32% of the town’s emissions).
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Final words
The Princeton Mobility Survey sheds light on how road users feel about moving around in Princeton.
Many questions remain unanswered, such as which routes students and their parents follow to other
Princeton schools, or the mobility needs of people who commute into Princeton. Nevertheless, we hope
this survey will serve as a starting point for those who make decisions about transportation in Princeton.
Princeton’s population is set to increase significantly in the coming years. If current rates of car use are
maintained, this would make our streets considerably more congested. However, with proactive efforts to
encourage walking, biking, and public transit the town can effect a mode shift in a timely manner. There
are many additional benefits to making the town more walkable and bikeable, including better physical
and mental health, cleaner air, reduced carbon emissions, and a stronger community.
When a mode shift has been accomplished, car drivers also benefit: reduced congestion makes driving
easier and more pleasant, and there is less competition for car parking. Additionally, infrastructure that
prioritizes safety to those who walk or bike will give drivers more peace of mind.

Links
Interactive Issues Map: bit.ly/MobilityIssuesMap08540
Interactive Solutions Map: bit.ly/MobilitySolutionsMap08540
Interactive Car Crash Map: https://bit.ly/PrincetonCrashMap
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